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Mamma Andersson's "Ceremony," 2014, currently on view at David Zwirner. 

(Courtesy David Zwirner, New York/London) 
 
Mamma Andersson at David Zwirner, through February 14 (519 and 525 West 
19th Street) This Swedish painter’s work occasionally brings to mind the palette and style of 
Michael Borremans and Luc Tuymans, and contains a fairy-tale fascination also found in the 
work of Marcel Dzama (all three, incidentally, also on the gallery’s roster). Andersson’s realm 
is the subtle tweaking and theatricalization of everyday life — the title of the exhibition is, 
after all, “Behind the Curtain.” She often paints on raw panel, allowing the grain of the wood 
to peek through and enter these pictures of corsets, living rooms, and dancing women. A 
second-gallery exhibition blows up some of the imagery into hulking, wall-sized murals: 
technically impressive, but almost unnecessary, given how powerful the smaller-scale work 
can be. 
 

John Waters at Marianne Boesky, through February 14 (509 West 24th) The big 
press hook for this show is “‘Pink Flamingos’ read by 8-year-olds in crazy wigs!” And while 
that video piece is hilarious, and even charming, it’s the appropriation, photography, and 
sculpture here that will actually surprise you. There are works that serially collect gay-porn 
covers that use slang terminology like “chicken” (“an adolescent youth, usually one with an 
innocent nature,” sayeth Wikipedia). Then there’s a riff on the National Enquirer: An altered 
cover mock-up of an imaginary rag called National Brainiac, which exploits the dramas of A-
list literati (“Renata Adler goes berserk!”; “Joan Didion hits 250 pounds!”). An altered-
readymade sculpture replaces a baby stroller’s restraints with studded bondage-belts, and its 
fabric lining with advertisements for popular gay meccas (San Fran’s Blow Buddies, New 
York’s defunct Mineshaft). Like most of Waters’s work here, it reads as a bizarre joke, albeit a 



  

  

complicated one. Is he poking fun at aging gay couples who have since settled down to 
married life, or lambasting conservative wingnuts who envision a legion of homosexuals 
eager to indoctrinate children into the glories of subversion?   
 
Ann Toebbe at Monya Rowe Gallery, through February 22 (34 Orchard 
Street) Fans of hand-made craftsmanship, architectural intricacy, and (literally) skewed 
perspectives will want to spend time fixating on these mixed-media paintings, for which the 
artist “recreates” interiors with an autobiographical resonance. We see the floor-plans of 
loaded spaces (belonging to ex-husbands, in-laws, extended family), with the rooms and their 
intimate objects flattened into two-dimensions. Painted, hand-cut paper is collaged onto 
panel to conjure the smallest details: A Yahtzee game’s contents strewn across a dining room 
table, or a child’s mermaid doll slumped in a chair. 
 
Tomi Ungerer at the Drawing Center, through March 22 (35 Wooster 
Street) Eighty-three-year-old French-born illustrator Ungerer gets a multi-faceted career 
survey, encompassing everything from children’s book imagery to Vietnam protest posters, 
advertisements for peas, and sci-fi-inspired pornographic cartooning. (The show’s curators 
kept things up-to-the-minute, including a just-completed drawing reflecting on the Charlie 
Hebdo massacre.) There’s plenty of innocence here: paintings for the 1961 kid’s tale “The 
Three Robbers,” or 2013’s “Fog Island” (a drawing for the latter is annotated with a note by 
Ungerer: “Never are in my book’s children SCARED from anything.”). But the artist’s pen is 
sharp enough to draw blood with other pieces, like grotesque drawings of the rich for the 1966 
book “The Party.” A back room of explicit drawings is more of a mixed bag. Some of the 
abrasive, bondage-themed works might as well have been left in the drawer — not due to their 
content, but simply because they’re not nearly as interesting as when Ungerer presents sex in 
all its bizarre, comic wildness, as he did with “The Fornicon,” also represented here. 

Math Bass, Gordon Davis Hall, and Lauren Davis Fisher at Chapter NY, through 
February 15 (127 Henry Street) The title of this three-person show (“With & Width”) is 
perhaps a pun on the cozily cramped gallery space, which manages to contain all the work by 
bracing it within existing architectural details, or installing it in the middle of the room, where 
it exists simultaneously as sculpture and obstacle. (The latter pieces, by Lauren Davis Fisher, 
are actually modeled on highway barricades, recast in pristine, chalky white.) Gordon Hall’s 
mosaic pillar rests on the floor, perfectly measured to stretch from a corner to the edge of a 
back-office door. Two Math Bass paintings round out the grouping, their simple, cheery 
geometries depicting what might be flying popsicles, or Stealth Bombers in an outdated video 
game.  

Also worth seeing: The Joe Shetfel Gallery component of the crazy-good “Memphis 
Group” show has sadly closed, but the impolite pomo madness continues through January 31 
at Koenig & Clinton. 
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